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1 INTRODUCTION

describes the results of an EU project on steel floors.

The current design rules in Eurocode 5 date from the

This paper discusses the new design rules for the

1980s and are based on studies in Sweden for small

vibration performance of floors which are currently

single-family houses with simple joisted floors. Since

being drafted in CEN TC250/SC5 within WG3 Sub-

then, timber floor structures and understanding of

group 4 “Vibrations”, including hand calculation

their behaviour has evolved. Development of multi-

methods and performance based criteria. These are

storey multi family construction means that a more

being tested against existing timber floors. The hand

rigorous method of verification is now needed. In

calculation methods are applicable to timber floors on

multi-family buildings where floors cross from one

rigid (wall) supports. Work is being currently carried

dwelling to another, performance requirements of

out to include floors on flexible (beam) supports.

floors are higher as occupants are more likely to
complain about vibration which they can feel but
cannot see the source of. The development of new

2 PERCEPTION OF FLOOR VIBRATION

materials such as CLT and LVL have also created the

Human perception of vibration is defined in ISO

possibility of longer span floors. Increased acoustic

10137 Annex C, which includes examples of possible

requirements have also made timber floors more

vibration criteria. The curve in Figure 1 from ISO 10137

complex with added resilient layers. Therefore design

shows the limit of human perception of vertical r.m.s.

methods for floor vibration need updating, including

acceleration. Perception is frequency dependent

more rigorous calculation procedures and clearer

people being most sensitive to vibration between 4

criteria.

and 8 Hz.

Sensitivity to floor vibration is highly subjective. This

The inclusion of floor acceleration or related velocity

can be seen by the many different ways in which the

criteria based on a codified vibration perception

current rules in EC5 are applied in different European

curve, has the benefit of relating the floor vibration

countries. Cost Action FP0702 has summarised

design values to real human disturbance levels as

differences in vibration design across Europe (see

transparently as possible.

Zhang & al 2013). Floor vibration is also an important
topic of ongoing Cost Action FP1402. A large number
of research projects and Phds have been carried out
during the last 30 years in many countries including
Austria, Canada, Germany, Finland, Sweden, Norway
and the UK. A recent JRC European Commission report
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As can be seen in Figure 1, above 8 Hz the minimum
perception level is not constant in terms of
acceleration. However, when this part of the curve is
integrated, it can be shown that it is constant in terms
of velocity with a value of vrms,base = 0,0001 m/s.
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Where the floor frequency is low and matches the
frequency of one of the harmonics of human footfall,
resonant build-up is likely. In this instance loading can
be idealised as a harmonic load with up to 4 significant
harmonics. Hence resonant response is likely in floors
with natural frequencies less than four times walking
speed. Figure 2 below gives harmonic loading due to
footfall in terms of dynamic load factors (DLF), where
DLF is the ratio of the harmonic force amplitude to
the static weight of the walker. The harmonics are
based on real footfall time histories from several
studies quoted in Wilford et al. It can be seen that
most of the applied force is in the 1st harmonic and
that the force levels in successive harmonics decrease
Figure 1: Vibration base curve (vertical direction). (ref:
ISO 10137:2007)

Floor vibration criteria can be expressed as a multiple
of this base curve referred to as a response factor.
Below a floor frequency of 8 Hz an acceleration

as the harmonic number increases. It can also be
seen that the force in a given harmonic increases as
walking (harmonic) frequency increases. Finally it can
be seen that the envelope of the 2nd to 4th harmonics
is close to a straight line.

criteria can be applied and above 8 Hz a velocity

The downward trending DLF is from the Austrian

criteria can be applied.

National Annex and is an attempt to capture the
downward steps of harmonics quoted in Hamm et al.

arms < Response factor × arms,base when f1 < 8 Hz

It should be noted that the above loading models are

vrms < Response factor × vrms,base when f1 ≥ 8 Hz

only applicable for floors with a mass of at least 10

ISO 10137 suggests several ranges of response factor

times that of the walker.

values for different building use categories depending
whether the vibration is continuous or intermittent.
Vibrations caused by footfall are intermittent. As the
human perception to floor vibrations is subjective and
is affected by what the person is doing, their mood
and audio or visual cues. Therefore it is difficult to set
absolute criteria. There is also cultural factor based
on the floor performance that people are used to in
a particular country. This can be seen in the large
difference between national annexes.

4 DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR TRANSIENT FLOORS
By definition transient floors are high frequency and
therefore coincide with the upward slope constant
Vrms criterion in Figure 1. For the simple case of a
rectangular bay on rigid line supports (ie walls) it is
possible to develop a hand calculation method. This
has been done as follows based on the previous work
done by Wilford et al. The procedure is as follows:
1. Calculate frequency of 1st mode of the floor
using the standard formula below, where delta

3 FOOTFALL LOADS FOR DESIGN
To predict the response of a floor it is necessary to

is the deflection of the floor assuming one way

have an agreed footfall loading model.

span and pinned supports, Dx/Dy is the ratio of

When the floor frequency is much higher than the

of the floor and w is the width.

transverse to longitudinal stiffness, l is the span

walking frequency, the floor response dies out in

(2)

between footfalls (known as transient response).
Hence footfall loading can be idealised as a mean
impulsive load (Wilford et al) by:

equation 1 in section 3 based on a suitable
(1)

Where fw is the walking frequency and fn is the modal
frequency of the floor.
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2. Calculate mean modal impulse of the floor using
walking frequency (see section 10).
3. Calculate peak velocity response of the first
mode using the standard equation below
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Figure 2: Loading model when response is likely to be resonant.

assuming a modal mass (M*) of 25% of the floor
mass including a realistic proportion of live

(10)

load, which is based on the assumption that

The parametric analyses described above in which

floor behaves like a pin supported plate. It is

4000 cases were investigated of varying proportions

well known that the ratio of modal mass to total

and stiffnesses, damping and walking frequencies,

mass of the 1 mode of a plate is 25%.

enable a potentially complex design procedure to be

st

(3)

simplified into a quick hand method.

4. Multiply V1,peak by a factor Kimp to account for
the contribution of higher modes. The number
of higher modes that contribute to the response
and therefore Kimp is a function of the ratio of
the stiffnesses of the floor in the two directions
and is therefore a function of w, l, Dx and Dy. The

5 DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR RESONANT FLOORS
As in Section 4, for the simple case of a rectangular
bay on rigid line supports (ie walls) it is possible to
develop a hand calculation method.

equation for Kimp below has been obtained from

When the natural frequency of the floor is lower than

a parametric analysis accounting for variations

four times the walking frequency which is roughly in

of w/l from 1 to 10 and Dx/Dy from 0,05 to 1.

the same range as the constant acceleration part of

(4)

the base curve (Figure 1), then the root mean square
acceleration due to resonant response needs to be
calculated. The equation to calculate the full build up

Hence the total peak response:
(5)

5. Finally to obtain a VRMS value of velocity between

rms-acceleration from 1st principles (if only one mode
governs) is given as follows:

footfalls it is necessary to multiply the total
peak by a reduction factor again obtained from
a parametric analysis:
(6)

Where β is calculated as follows:

(11)

arms is the root mean square acceleration, in m/s²
FDyn is the dynamic force amplitude calculated as DLF
x walker weight

(7)

Where ξ is the damping ratio.

ζ modal damping ratio as listed below

If Kimp between 1 and 1,5 then

M* modal mass, in kg as:
(8)

else

assuming that the floor is rectangular and
pin supported on all 4 sides.

(9)

6. Finally divide Vrms by the minimum perceptible
acceleration to obtain the response factor.
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The equation suggests that increasing the floor width
increases the modal mass leading to a floor response
which is directly proportional to 1/M*. In reality this
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is not the case since increasing the floor width also

For the different floors and supporting conditions, the

reduces the transverse stiffness of the floor leading

following is proposed:

to an increase in the number of significant modes that
contribute to the response. For resonant response,

ζ = 0,02 for joisted floors

the resonant mode will contribute the most whilst

ζ = 0,025 for timber-concrete and mass timber floors

“off resonant” modes will contribute less. Work

ζ = 0,03 for joisted floors with a floating layer

done by Wilford et al suggests the use of a resonant
multiplier to account for the contribution of higher
modes. They go on to suggest that for 3% damping a

ζ = 0,035 for timber-concrete composite and mass
timber floors with a floating layer

resonant multiplier of 0,4 times Kimp from section 5 is

ζ = 0,04 for all floors with a floating layer and

used; the multiplier should not be less than 1. Whilst

supported on 4 sides

this value of multiplier is conservative for damping of
3% or less it is likely to be unconservative for damping
ratios higher than 3%. This is due to the fact that for

ς = 0,06 for all floors with a floating layer, supported
on 4 sides by timber walls via flexible bearings.

higher levels of damping off resonant modes will make
a larger contribution to the total response. Work is
currently underway to calculate a resonant multiplier
for higher levels of damping.
In reality achieving full build-up of resonant response
requires several footfalls. In reality full build-up may
not be possible as the walker might walk off the
bay that is being excited and also since the walker
may not be always walking in the centre of the floor
plate (this is more likely to the be case for smaller
residential floors). Hence it is common to apply a
reduction factor to equation 8 to account for this. The
Austrian national annex suggests a reduction factor of
0,4. Whilst Wilford et al suggests explicitly calculating
this factor based on stride length and dimensions of
the floor.

7 FLOOR PERFORMANCE LEVELS AND VIBRATION
CRITERIA
Six different floor performance levels and respective
floor vibration criteria have been proposed by CEN/
TC250/SC5/WG3/SG4 as shown in Table 1. It is
intended that for different use categories, the floor
performance level will either be specified in national
annexes or by the client or structural designer.
• Six different floor performance level are offered.
This is needed to account for cultural variations
between countries.
• For low frequency floors there is an acceleration
criterion arms.
• For high frequency floors there is a velocity

Finally the response factor is determined as:

criterion vrms.
(12)

• For all floors there is a 1 kN point load stiffness
criterion; this is empirical based on historic
practice and is particularly useful for light

6 FLOOR DAMPING VALUES
Realistic floor damping values are needed for the

joisted floors for which the methods in this
paper are less applicable (refer to section 3).

design procedures. Eurocode 5 currently proposes

• The easiest way to compare how current

a damping value of 1%. However, subsequent shows

national annexes compare to the performance

that the value should be significantly higher (Hamm

classes is to check on the 1 kN stiffness criteria

& al 2010, Homb and Kolstad, Järnerö 2014, Sedlacek

given. However, because the point load criterion

and Heinemeyer 2009, Toratti and Talja 2006,

ignores the mass of the floor it is not a perfect

Weckendorf & al. 2015, Zimmer and Kolstad 2016,

measure and is only applicable to the traditional

ISO 10137:2007). For simply supported bare timber

floor types on which it was developed.

floors in test conditions, the values may be lower. The
current measured values are between 2-6 % depending
on the structure, support conditions, presence of nonload bearing partitions and whether or not there were
people on the floor.
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• In the Austrian national annex there are two
floor classes, Class 1 (w1kN [mm] ≤ 0,25 mm and
arms < 0,05 m/s² ) and Class 2 (w1kN [mm] ≤ 0,50
mm and arms < 0,10 m/s2). These approximately
match floor performance levels II and III
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respectively.

response factors vs a subjective evaluation of floor
performance for transient floors (based on data from

• In Finland the national annex requires that w1kN

Patricia Hamm); the third (Figure 4) is a graph of

[mm] ≤ 0,50 mm and VTT (Toratti and Talja;

measured response factors vs subjective evaluation

2006) suggests an acceleration criterion of

and frequency based on test data from Toratti et al

arms < 0,075 m/s2. This approximately matches

(Toratti T., Talja A.: 2006). These graphs show that on

performance level III.

the whole the method gives a good prediction of the

• JRC report (Sedlacek et al.;2009) recommends

vibration performance of the floor. The cases where

response factors for residential and office use

the method gives a response higher than measured

between 8 and 32 (Class C). This covers the

(i.e. those significantly above the line in Figure D) can

whole performance level range given in table 1.

be explained by the fact that the walker was not always

Tentative floor performance levels for residential and

in the centre of the floor in the tests (a conservative

office uses are given in Table 2, however this is still in

assumption built into the method) and the fact that

discussion as in many countries the lower levels would

on some floors heavy partitions that were present

not be acceptable.

were not accounted for in the calculation as full
details of these are not known. Both these effects can
be accounted for in the proposed method by including

8 COMPARISON OF PROPOSED DESIGN METHOD WITH

the mass of the partitions and also a factor that

EXISTING TEST DATA

accounts for the difference in the walker and receiver
location on the floor span; this would however lead

Most of the existing test data is for transient floors,

to the method being more involved. Further including

as timber floors on wall supports tend to be high

some amount of live load is likely to give a better

frequency. A comparison has been made of the

match between measured and predicted response

method proposed in this paper with existing test

factors as this is more realistic. Table 3 suggests that

data collected by Patricia Hamm, Antje Richter and

response factors below 8 correspond to a good floor;

Tomi Toratti. Values calculated using the method are

above this there are likely to be an increasing number

compared against measurements of real timber floors.

of complaints.

Three sets of data presented below. The first (Figure

There is limited test data for resonant timber floors.

3) shows measured vs calculated velocities (transient

The resonant example given in section 9 shows a good

calculation); the second (Table 3) gives measured

match between the measured acceleration (500 mm/

Table 1: Floor vibration criteria according to the floor performance level.
Floor performance levels
Criteria

Level I

Level II

Level III

Level IV

Level V

Level VI

0,5

0,8

1,2

1,6

12

16

20

24

Frequency f1
[Hz] ≥

4,5

Stiffness
criteria
w1kN [mm] ≤
Response factor
R

0,25
4

8

Acceleration
criteria when f1
< 8 [Hz]
arms [m/s2] ≤

R x 0,005

Velocity
criteria when f1
≥ 8 [Hz]
vrms [m/s] ≤

R x 0,0001

Table 2: Tentative floor performance levels for use categories A (residential) and B (office).
Use category

Quality choice

Base choice

Economy choice

A (residential)

Level III

Level IV

Level V

B (office)

Level II

Level III

Level IV
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Figure 3: Measured vs calculated Vrms values for single bay timber floors f1 < 8 Hz.
Table 3: Measured transient response factors vs subjective evaluation (data from Patricia Hamm)
Measured response factor

Number of floors measured

Percentage of floors with subjectively
evaluated acceptable performance

1 to 4

40

100

4 to 8

32

72

8 to 12

7

14

Greater than 12

5

0

s2) and calculated using the method proposed in this
paper (520 mm/s2).

30 mm Impact sound insulation
18 mm OSB panel
260 mm Kerto-S span 5500 mm width 12000 mm,

9 EXAMPLE CALCULATION FOR JOISTED FLOORS

51x260 K300 mm

The calculations below show how the methods
presented in this paper applies to a typical transient
and a typical resonant floor. These examples show
how the method would be used in practice.
Transient Floor
Floor composition:
40 mm screed

28
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Figure 4: Measured response factor vs frequency (Toratti et al)

100 mm soft insulation and supporting boards 25x100
K400 mm

Kimp = 1,19
Vtot, peak = 0,0020 (for 1,5 Hz walking frequency); 0,0031

(lower element CLT)

(for 2 Hz walking frequency)

EIL = 13800*51*260^4/12 = 1,03e12 [Nmm2 per beam]

beta = 0,380

EIL = 1,03e12/0,3+17000*1000*40^3/12+6780*1000*18

Vrms = 0,0020*0,380 = 0,0077 m/s (response factor R =

^3/12 = 3,53e12 [Nmm per meter]

7,7) for 1,5 Hz walking frequency

2

EIb

=

17000*1000*40^3/12+6780*1000*18^3/12

=

0,0031*0,380 = 0,0011 m/s (response factor R=

9.4e10 [Nmm2 per meter]

11,6) for 2 Hz walking frequency

Floor mass = 2000*0,04+500*0,018+500*0,051*0,260/0

These values would correspond to floor performance

,3+50 = 160 kg/m

levels II and III.

2

Deflection from self weight

Resonant Floor

w = 5/384*1,6*5500^4/3,53e12 = 4,29 mm:

Example “Schneider2, 9.4.18, Event Nr. 8.

f1 = 8,7 Hz
Point load deflection [mm]
bef = L/1,1*(EIb/EIL)^0,25 = 2,019 m
w1KN = 1000*5500^3/(48*EIL*2,019) = 0,486 mm
Velocity calculation [m/s]
I = 4,5 (for 1,5 Hz walking frequency) and 6,80 (for 2
Hz walking frequency) [Ns]
Dynamic mass m = 160 * 5,5*12/4 = 2640
V1,peak = 0,0017 (for 1,5 Hz walking frequency), 0,0026
(for 2 Hz walking frequency)
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Span: 4,6 m
Width: 5,0 m

More comparison calculations and measurements are
needed to determine appropriate vibration criteria.
This is underway in CEN TC250/SC5/WG3/subgroup

Mass: m = 247,5 kg/²

floor vibrations.

Damping: ζ = 0,03 for joisted floors with a floating

It has been decided to keep the stiffness criterion.

layer

For very light floors less than 10 x the walker mass

Frequency: measured: 7,5 Hz

the loading models are no longer valid so it makes

Frequency calculated:

sense to keep the point load deflection limit in place
for these floors. The stiffness criterion allows for an
approximate comparison of the proposed performance
levels with existing national requirements. However
further work is needed to ensure the stiffness criterion

including the stiffness of the floating screed.
Measured acceleration was about 0,5 m/s2 for a
walking frequency of approximately 2.5 Hz.
Calculated acceleration:

and the response factors correspond.
The dynamic response of floors is highly sensitive
to the modal mass of the floor. A higher modal mass
is very beneficial being directly proportional to the
inverse of the response as long as its effect on the
frequency is ignored. Therefore, if a realistic level

FDyn= α ∙Walker weight
DLF= e-0,4∙7,5= 0,0498 as per the Austrian national annex
DLF= 0,026+0,005(7,5)=0,0635 as per Wilford et al
Walker weight = 700N

of live load is included in the mass, it will have a
beneficial effect on the calculated dynamic response.
In the calculations presented in this paper live loads
have not been included, but this is under discussion.
It can also be seen that wide rectangular floors have
a lower response than square floors of the same span
and floor build up due to their increased modal mass.
Discussion is ongoing of what walking speed (frequency)
is appropriate. It is clearly recognised that smaller
floor areas result in lower walking frequencies as is
considered in the Finnish national annex. The walking
frequency has a direct impact on the dynamic load

To compare the measured and calculated value it is

applied. A simple proposal being considered is that a

better to use the amax value.

1,5 Hz walking frequency is used for residential spaces

amax = 0,288∙√2 = 0,407 m/s² ( DLF from Austrian
National Annex)
amax = 0,368∙√2 = 0,520 m/s² ( DLF from Wilford et al)
We can see that DLFs from both references give
reasonably similar results. This is due to the fact

and a 2,0 Hz or greater frequency is used for offices
and other uses. This may be oversimplified and one
option would be to link walking frequency to the floor
dimensions and walking patterns possible on longer
stretches. For very long corridors etc walking speeds
higher than 2Hz are possible.

the harmonic frequency that causes resonant floor

Another point that is under discussion is that in order

response is in the range where DLFs from the both

for floor vibrations to be perceived there needs to

references match (see Figure 2).

be both a walker producing the footfall and another
person sensing the vibration, usually sitting on a chair.

10 CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING WORK

These people cannot be at the same point at midspan.
Therefore a reduction factor of about 0,7-0,9 has been

The footfall induced vibration calculation method

discussed to account for this. In reality this factor is

presented here is based on Willford et al (2006). This

the mode shape value at the point of excitation by

method is similar to the method presented in the JRC

the walker multiplied by the mode shape value at the

report (Sedlacek G. et al.: 2009).

point of vibration perception by the person sitting on

30
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the chair.
Work is currently underway to evaluate suitable
multispan factors to account for the effect of floor
being multi spanning when evaluating response.

Järnerö K. (2014): Vibrations in timber floors –
dynamic properties and human perception. Phd.
thesis. Linnaeus University Sweden.
Kreuzinger

H.,

Mohr

B.:

Gebrauchstauglichkeit

Multiple spans mean some increase in the modal mass

von Wohnungsdecken aus Holz; Abschlussbericht

and where spans are not of equal length an increase

Januar 1999. TU München, Fachgebiet Holzbau.

in the frequency of the floor. The two sets of factors

Forschungsvorhaben durchgeführt für die EGH in

being considered are those in the Austrian national

der DGfH.

annex based on beam theory assuming response in
a single mode and those in Wilford et al based on
plate theory whilst also accounting for multimodal
response.
Overall it is believed that the method discussed in
this paper offers a simple reliable way to check the
vibration of rectangular timber floors on wall supports

Sedlacek G. et al. (2009): Design of floor structures
for human induced vibrations: JRC scientific and
technical reports.
Toratti T., Talja A. (2006): Classification of human
induced floor vibrations. Building acoustics. Journal
of Building Acoustics 2006 vol 13 no 3.

that can be easily built into software and design tools.

Weckendorf J., Toratti T., Smith I., Tannert T.

Work is ongoing to develop a similar method for floors

(2015): Vibration serviceability performance of

on flexible beam supports.

timber floors. European Journal of Wood and Wood
Products.
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